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Abstract
A general approach developed for the computerized simulation of loaded gear drives is
presented. In this paper the methodology used to localize the bearing contact, provide a_
parabolic function of transmission errors, and simulate meshing and contact of unloaded
gear drives is developed. The approach developed is applied to spur e.nd helical gears, spiral
bevel gears, face-gear drives, and worm-gear drives with cylindrical worms.
Introduction
Computerized simulation of meshing and contact of gear drives also known as TCA
(Tooth Contact Analysis), has boca a great achievement that has inspired many researchers
to improve the gear technology and complement gear theory with ncw developments. A brief
review of such devclopments of gear theory is presented in [1]. TCA computer prog_a.ms for
spiral bevel and hypoid gears, availa.ble connmercially, have been developed by the engineers
of the Gleason Works [2}. TCA computer programs for the same gear drives, based on the
ideas that have been proposed in [3], have been represented in (4].
InitiMly, the TCA computer programs have been directed at the simulation of meshing
and ¢oritact of u.nloaded spiral bevel and hypoid gear drives. A new Gleason's 2"CA compute_
program (available commercially) permits the simulation of meshing _nd contact of loaded
gear drive_ mentioned above. An important contribution to the solution of this problem
has been made by Krenzer [5,6] that has proposed to use the principle of gear rotation
compatibility under load, _nd extended a TCA program for the discovery of the edge contact
of the gear tooth surfaces. However, the elastic t,,oth deformations and stress analysis were
determine_l using a simplified tooth model.
A p.owerful tool for the ela:_tic tooth deformations and the stress analysis is the application
of the finite element method. The application of this method for the previously mentioned
program wa._ contributed by Wilcox and Coleman [7-9].
A LTCA (Loaded Too_.h Contact Analysis) computer program consio-ts of two parts: (i)
the geometric and kin_,matic analysis of the gear mechanism model that i_, accomplished
as a r,zgular TCA program, and (il) the application of the finite element method for the
determination of the load sharing, real contact ratio, and the stress analysis.
The I,TCA method is still an approach applied only for the analy_is of meshing of the
gear drive under the load. It is as,_umed that the bearing contact of the gear tooth surfaces
h_s be_n already localized, and the gear tooth surfaces are at every instant in point contact
that is spread over an elliptical area under the lo_d. Therefore, the LTCA computer program
must be complemented with the synthesis of the gear drive.
Until now LTCA computer programs have been developed only for spiral bevel gear and
hypoid gear drives. There is a great need to develop the LTCA programs for other types
of gear drives (for example spur, helical gear drives and worm-gear drives), but synthesis of
the gearing is needed first. Such synthesis must cover: (i) methods for the localization of
the bearing contact, (if) investigation of misalig_ment on the transmission errors, and (iii)
compensation (at least_ partially) of transmission errors caused by misaligDment.
The objective of this paper is to develop methods for the localization of bearing contact
applicable for various types of gear drives, redu.ction of transmission errors caused by gear
misalignment by application of a parabolic fimction of transmission errors, consider_,tion of
various approaches for the generation of a parabolic function of transmi,';sion errors, and to
develop algorithms for the simulation of m_hing and contact.
Examples are provided to demonstrate co_Lta<:t localization and predesigning of a parabolic
function of transmission errors based on the research accomplished.
1 Localization of Bearing Contact and Predesigning
of a Parabolic Function of Transmission Errors
The main goals for the synthesis of a gear drive are : (i) the localization oi" the bear-
ing contact, and (ii) the predesigning of a paraoolic function of transmission el,"rors. Such
synthesis must be accomplished before the development of the LTCA program.
The localization of the beari_)g cow,tact is required to substitute an instantaneou,'; line
contact of surfaces by point contact, since a gear drive with line contact of surfaces is very
scnsitiw, to misalignment. If the gear tooth surfaces are in line contact, misalignment usually
causes : edge contact, ur_acceptable shift of the bearing contact, tran,sraJssion errors of high
level and of a shape thai may induce high vibrations.
It was rnentioned e;_rlier that due to the elastic deformation of tooth surfaces the contact
at a point is spread over an elliptical area. The dimensk)ns of the contact ellipse can be
controlled by the proper mismatch of the contacting surfaces.
The localization of the bearing contact must be complemented by the predesign of a
parabolic function of transmission errors that is able to absorb the undesirable transmission
errors caused by misalignment. Thi_ is the reason why any method of crowning of surfaces
must be complemented by application of a predesigned parabolic function of transmission
errors.
The Gleason Works pioneered the successful applicat, ion of point contact for spiral bevel
gears and hypoid gear drives. There is a great need now to localize the bearing contact in
spur. helical gears and worm-gear drives with cylitxdrical worms, to provide a low level of
transmission errors for such gear drive_q, and then to develop the LTCA computer programs.
Interaction of Parabolic and Linear Functions. A predesigned parabolic function of
tran._mission errors is d_ignated for the _bsorption of almost linear functions of transmis.-
sion errors caused by misal.ignment. The interaction of a parabolic and linear functions of
tran:smission errors has been discussed in [10] and is illustrated by drawings figs. 1, 2 and
3, Fig. l(a) shows that due to misa lignment the transmissi')n function _(e)l) is a piecewise
function. The fi_,"ctiou of transmission, errors Ad2(Ch) (fig. l(b)) is usually an, almost linear
2,'r
fu.nction with the period of the cycle of meshing (_), when one pair of teeth is changed
for another one. The transfer of meshing i._ accompanied with a large acceleratio_ if such
a function of transmission errors exists. Fig. 2(a) shows the interaction of a predesigned
parabolic function
with a linear funcl, ioll
= b¢i (2)
that is caused by misalig_nrnen_,.
The sum of functions (A¢_ 1) + A¢_ _)) is again a parabolic function represented in coor-
dinate system (A_, _')l) a.s
= (3)
Axes of coordin.ate systems (£v:_,_b,) and (Afz,¢l) are parallel, but the origins do riot
coincide. Functioo (3 J represents a parabolic function with the same parabola parameter a.
The location of points (A°: B*) of fimction A¢2(0a) is asymmetrical iu comparison with the
symmetrical iocxtion of points (A, B) of function A52(¢1). Fig. 2(b) shows the resulting
parabolic fu: .t _, _r, b2(_bt) for several cych_ of meshing. Fig. 2 illustrate_ that the linear
function of ___,, "issi_,rt errors, A¢_a)(S1), is absorbed by the prcxiesigned para.bolic function
A¢_2)(¢1). As the result of such absorption, the transmission function for a misa.ligued gear
drive will have the shape shown in fig. 3(a), and _he acceleration and vibration at the transfer
of meshing will be reduced. The application of this idea has been tested for spiral bevel gears
that confirmed the reduction of the level of noise for the prototype up to 18 decibels at ehe
spiral bevel gear meshing frequencies [11].
A predesigned parabolic function may be provided: (i) by mismatch of the contacting
surfaces, (ii) by applic_ttion of nonlinear relations between the motions of the generating a_,d
generated surface, aud (iii) by cont.rolled plunging or the generating surface.
The d_scovery of the. type ,_f transmission errors that are caused by gear misalignment
must be a subject of special i_vestigation for each type of the gear drive program. In the
case of hypoid gear drives such art investigation has been accomplished for an imaginary
process of gear geJ_era, tion that provid(_ an ideal iine_r transmission function {12],
i i ,, , : _....... _ J , rl_ll i .w._: ....... :U,,IE_ _ ..............
The following is a brief description of the approach used for the localization of _,he bearing
contact and the application of a predesigned parabolic function of transmission errors.
Application of Two Generating Surfaces in Point Contact. Two generating surfaces,
]_¢ and Ee, are used I0r the generation of the pinion and gear tooth surfaces Ep and _g,
respectively. Surfaces E_. and Et are mismatched, and in the proce_ss for generation e_,ch
pair of surfaces Ec and E_,, E_ and Eg are in lint; contact.. Surface Ep is geaer;,.ted as the
envelope to the family of tool surfaces E_. Respectively, E_9 is generated as tile envelope to
the family of tool surfaces Et- Lines of contact L¢_ and L_9 do not coincide, and final].y the
point contact of generated tooth surfaces Ep and E_ will be provided. The discussed method
of contact localization was applied for face-milled generation of spiral bevel tooth surfaces.
Note : There is _ p_rticuh_r case when surface _Eg is formate cut by the tool surface :Et.
This means that Ea is a copy of the tool surface _t. This method for generation is applied
for fax:e-milled formate cut hypoid gears.
The conjugation of ,retraces E_ _,nd _.39 requires : (i) transformat, ion of rotation _:.th a
predesigned parabolic function for _bsorptioa of t,-ansmission errors caused by gear misalign-
ment (see section 2), and (ii) desired dimensions of the contact ellipse for a certain value
of surface elastic approach /5. The." choice of 6 is ba_ed on experiments accomplished for
unloaded gear drives. Fulfillment of these conditions of surface co_j_agation m_y be achieved
by application of a local synthesis method that provides the proper mismatch of the con-
tacting surfaces {l 0]. Direct relations between the principal curvatures and directions for the
contacting surfaces [1:3] simplify the solution.
Application t_f Two Rigidly Connected Generating Surfaces Ee and Et Being in
Tangeney Along a I,ine. This approach may be applied : (i) for ger_eration of single
a,nd double circular arc helical _ears, (ii) for modified involute helical gears, _tnd. for (iii)
face-milled ,;pirai bevel gears with uniform depth.
The schemaL;c of geJleration is shown in fig. 4 and the generation is based on the following
ideas :
(i) Two generating surfaces Z, and E, are in tangency along a line (designated as L_.,), they
are rigidly connected and move as a single rigid body in the process of imaginary generation.
(it) Surface Z¢ generates the pinion toot.h surface 2_, as the envelope _o the family of surfaces
Zc, generated in coordinate syster. Sp, that is rigidly connected to the pinion. Surfac_ _c
and Z_ are ir_ line contact at every instance, and their instantaneous line of tangency is
designated as L,._.
(iii) Similarly, surface Z_ (of the couple of rigidly connected surfaces Zc ar ' Zt) generates
the gear tooth surface _g as the envelope to the family of surfaces _t, generated in coordinate
system ,_qg, rigidly connected t.o the gear. Surfaces E, and Z, are in line contact ;-t every
in.,;tant, and their instant.aneous line of tangency is designated as Leg.
(iv} The generated pinion and gear tooth surfaces are in ¢_ontact at, a point at every instant
that is designated as Lp9 (fig. 4). The instantaneous point_ of tangency L_,_ of surfaces ]_s,
and _ is the. point of intersection of in.'_tantaneous contact lines L_ and L,_. Point L_g
traces on Ep and (respectively, on _9) the path of contact.
The described method for generation of pinion and gear tooth surfaces provides *,he
desired localization of contact of the generated pinion-gear tooth surfaces. In a&iition, a
predesigned parabolic function of transmission errors must be provided, and this can be
achieved by the following two approaches :
Approach 2 for Ex.eeu_ion of Predesigned Parabolic Function:
(1) The generating surface Z¢ and the pinion t.ooth sudace _, perform in the process of
generation a related motion with constant velocity.
(2) Generating surface Et performs its motion with the same constant velocity as _E¢
(recall that E c and E_ are rigidly connected}. However, the gear tooth surfaces E_ performs
its motion with a varied velocity which is executed by the computer program of the Cb'C
maclfino and provides tlae required transmission function
:v, (4)
Approach _ for Ezeculion of Predesigned Parabolic Function:
(1) tn this case it is assumed that the generating surface Et and the gear tooth surface
E_ perform in the process of generation related, motions with constant velocities.
(2) Geterat, ing surface E, performs its motion with the same constant velocity ,as Et.
However, the pi.nion tooth surface Ep performs its motion with a varied velocity which is
executed by the comput, er program of tbe CNC machine and provides the following trans-
mission function
=__N,__ ),
Application for Generation of Double Circular-Are Helical Gears. The generation
of plnion-ge_r toot, h surfao._s is based on application of two rigidly connected ra_k-cutters r,
and E, (fig. 5). The rack-cutter surfaces are in tangency along two lines, a - a and b -- b.
Two zones of meshing of the generated gears are provided since two lines of tangency (a - a
and b-- b) of rack-cutters e.xist. Plane I1 in fig. 5 is tangent to the pitch cylinders (they are
axodes) of the gears, Vector v is the velocity of translational motion of the rack-cutter in
the process for generation. The gears being generated perform related rotations about their
axes when the rack-cutter is translated [10]. The genera.ted pinion-gear tooth surfaces 2_
_nd _g are in point contact at every instam, and the bearing contact is localized. A hob or a
grinding worm can also bc used for gear generation instead of rack-cutters. The predesigned
parabolic function can be provided as described above.
Application for Generation of Modified Involute Helical Genr._. Application of the
described, ideas to invol_;te helical gears will now be made [14]. Two rigidly connected rack-
cutters E, and Zt arc applied as shown in fig. 6. The normal sections of the rack-cutters
areshownin figs. 6(b) and6(c). Tile profilesof the rack-cuttersin the normal sectionare
in tangencyat points ,\r and "\'_ (fig. 6(b)), and deviate each from other at all other points.
The line of tangency of rack-cutter surfaces Ec and St passes through Ni (i = 1,2) and has
the same: orientation as the Z_-axis. The generated pinion-gear tooth surfaces, E_, and Eg,
are in point contact at every instant. Only one zone of meshing is provided in this case. A
parabolic function of transmission errors is provided as described above.
Application for Generation of Face-Milled Spiral Beve_ Gears with Uniform
Tooth Depth. Two types of bearing contact of such gears can be provided : (i) across
the tooth surfa.ce; and (ii) along the tooth surface. In the first case two rigidly connected
generating cones are app]ied (fig. 7). The common generatrix a - a is the line of tangency
of the generating cones E, and _. The path of points of contact between surfaces E_ and
Eg, and the contact lines Lj_ bet_,'een the generating surface E i (j = c, g) and the generated
surface _k (k = p,g) are shown in fig. 7.
la the ,;econd c;_se (fig. 8), generating surfaces E,: and _ represent _ cone surface; and
a surface of revolution, respectively. Surfaces E_ and Zt are in tangency along a circle, and
the _rc of this circle is the path of cont_.ct a-- a of gear tooth surfax:es Ep and _a. The
prede_igned par_tbolic function of transmission errors is provided in both c_mez az described
_b ore.
Locali_ation of Bearing Contact and Predesign of a ParaboLic Fonetion of Trans-
mission Errors for Spur Involute Gears. :['he approach _hat is developed is based
oa the following; iclea.s : the generation is accomplished by form-grinding and t,he contact
localization is achieved by plunging the grinding cutting wheel while the pinion is generated.
In accordance with fig. 9, we have
E = Eo - al _ (n)
where E and Eo are the current and initAal center distance, l is the axial displacement of the
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tool. a is the parabol0, parameter of the parabolic function (a12). Choosing the proper value
of a, we may obtain the desired value of contact localization. The generation of the gear is
accornp}.ished without a plunging of the grinding wheel. A predesigned parabolic function
for absorption of transmission errors caused by gear misalignment may be accomplished by
modification of the profile of one, of the pair of grinding wheels. The following alternative
approach_ may be applied for this purpose : (a) The profile of the grinding (cutting)
wheel (used for the pinion or the gear) is represented as an involute profile generated by
applic_|,ion of _ base circle whose center is dislocated with respect, to the center of the
theoretical base circle (fig. 1{)), The diameter of the modified base circle differs from the
diameter of the theoretical base circle. (b) The other two approach_ _re based on application
of two imaginary rack-cutters, _c and E_, that are rigidly connected and are conjugated to
the theoretical profiles of unmodified profiles of the spur g_rs, The profiles of the tools
complement each other as a casting and model. The modification of the theoretical involute
surface of the spur gear is _chieved due to a nonlinear re[at, ion between the motions of rack-
cutter su :face _ and the gear tooth sur:ace _g. The rack-cutter surface E¢ _.nd the pinion
tooth surface :E_, perform related motions determined by linear relations. In the case wL_e._
the theoretical surface of the pit, ion is to be modified, nonlinear relations must be provided
for the motions of the rack-cutter surface Z_ and the pinion tooth surface Ep.
Localization of Bearing Contact in a Face-Gear Drive. The mcaliz_tion of contact
when a face-gear is generat,ed by a shaper L,; based on the following considerations : (i) Fig.
I1 shows generation of _ face-gear by a shaper. The meshing in the process for generation
simulates the meshing of the pinion and the face-gear, if the sh_.per is identical to the pinion
_.nd has the .,;ame number of teeth as the pinion. However. since the pirlion and the generated
face-gear are irt line cow,tact. the face-gear drive is very sensitive to misalignment. (ii) The
Iocaliz_tion of the bearing contact may be achieved if a shaper with a larger number of _eeth
than the pinior, is used [10},
• • I i I'1 IL__ I
h
Misalignment of a face-gear drive does not cause transmission errors and therefore the
predesign of a parabolic function of transmission errors is not required. However, misziign-
ment will cause a shift in the bearing contact, and therefore errors of alignment must be
limited.
Localization of Bearing Contact in a Worm-Gear Drive with a Cylindrical Worm.
There are various types of worm-gear drives with cylindrical worms dependir_g on the type
of geometry applied [10]. In the most common c_me, tke generation of the worm-gear drive is
based on the simula.tion of meshing of the worm with the worm-gear. This can be achieved
if the hob is identical to the worm, and the settings and related motions of the hob and
the worrn-gear are the same as in the worm-gear drive. Then, the worm and the worm-gear
tooth surfaces will b _ in line contact at every instant. However, such a worm-gear drive
will be very sensitive to mi:;alignment, and therefore it is necaessary to localize the beaa'ing
contact.
Two types of localized bearing contact may be provided : (a) in the longitudinaJ direction,
and (b) in the diTection that is across the surface.
The Iocaliz+tion of the contact, in the longitudinal direction for a K worm-gear drive may
he achieved a._ follows:
(i) The thread surface of the hob is generated by a cone (fig. 12(a)[. The insti+lhnent of
the tool for the generation of the thread surface is illustrated in fig. 12(c).
(ii) The, +pitch diameters of the worm and the hob are the same, but the axial profiles
deviate from each other (fig. 12(b)).
(iii) Due to such d_.wi;_tions, the thread surfaces of the hob and the worm are in tangency
along a helix, which i:; the path of contact of the worm with the generated worm-gear (fig.
12(d)}.
The disadvantage of such a method of localization of contact is that, due to misalignment
of a worm-.gear drive, the bearir:g contact may be shifted and become asym'metrical {15].
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Transmi:;sionerrorswill occur aswell, and _tpredesignedparabolic function for _,bsorption
of transmission errors is required.
A more favorable method for the localization of the bearing contact is based on the
application of an ow.'rsized hob. The meshing of the hob and the worm may be represented as
the meshing of two crossed helical gears in internal tangency (fig. 13). The shortest distance
AE and the crossing angle A7 depend on the chosen oversize that affect_ the deepness
of localization. The investigation performed by the authors show,_ that the transmission
errors caused by m3s_lignmenl, rnay be neglected. The bearing contazt is directed across
the worm-gear surface, and the resultant shift of the bearing conta¢:_ due to misalignm_mt i_
permissible.
2 Simulation of 1VIeshing
We consider at this stage of the investigation that the bearing contact is already lo-
calized and the predesigned p,_r&bolic function for _bsorption of transmission errors caused
by mis&lignment is provided. The tooth surfaces of the gear pair are in point contact at
every inst_mt, and the simulation of meshing is based on an algorithm that provide,; contin-
uous tangency of the contacting surfaces. Henceforth, we have to consider t.wo cases : (i)
surface-to-surface contact, and ({i) curve-to-surface contact.
Surface-to-Surface Con|;act. Consider that the two contacting surfaces are _epresented
in a fixed coordinate system S/. The conditions of continuous tangency of two surfaces are
repr,_sented as follows
r_';(u,. 0,, ¢,)- r_){u2, 02, _z)= 0 (7)
ll
(8)
Here, r_'1 and n_,'1 are ".he position vector and the surface unit normM of the contact point
on the surface 1 {_ = 1) or surface 2 (i = 2); u; and O; are the surface parameters ; _i is the
rotational angle of the surface considering ¢1 is the known input parameter.
Since in_')l = In_°'_l= 1, equations (7) and (8) yield a system of five independent nonlinear
equations
f,(u_. Ox, ¢_, u_, 0z, _)= 0, (i = 1:2 ..... 5) (9)
in five unknowns; 4'1 is considered as the known input parameter. The _olv_bility of equation
system (9) can be verified with the Existence Theorem of Implicit Function System [16] as
follows.
Assume that ecttmtions (9) are satisfied with the set of parameters
0 00, _0)e = (.0, 60, +0,._, (10)
Equation (9) can be solved in the neighborhood of P by using the functions
{,,,(,,), o,(¢,), ,.,;(¢,),o2(¢,),¢_(¢,)}E c' (11)
if
D(f,. f2. A, A, A)
DIul.0_,u2,02,¢2)
# 0 _2)
TLc continuous soluzion of equations (9) is uscd to determine: (i) the l,aths of contact
on surface El and E2, and (ii) the transmission funct, ion ¢2(¢,).
12
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Cdrve-to-Surface Contact. It will be shown below (see section 3) that curve-to-surface
contact may occur in addition to surface-to-surface contact in a gear mechanism. To this
end: let us consider the case when surface edge 1 is in tangency with surface 2. Thus,
(1.3)
')
no--7" = o (14)
,'here r(')(u,(0,). O,. ¢,)represents edge E, on surface I, and 0__ is the tangent to E,.
• V_'l
Equations (13) and (14) represent a system of four nonlinear equations in four unknowns
considering that, the input parameter <b_as krtown at each iteration. The solution of equ_tions
(].3) and (14) is also based on the Existence Theorem for Implicit Fa:nction System [16]. The
continuous solution of the ,;ystems of nonlinear equations (7) and (8), (13) and (14) is based
on the applicati.on of the subroutine developed by [17].
3 DETERMINATION OF CONTACT ELLIPSE
The ben,ring contact it; formed as the set of instantaneous contact ellipses. The center
of a current contact ellipse i,; located at, the point of tangency of the contacting surfaces,
The de.termination of the contact ellipse requires the knowlcdge of the elastic approach of
the contacting surfaces, the principal d_rections, and the principal curvatures. The contact
ellipse is usually determined twice: (i) for the needs of the TCA program (for an unloaded
gear drive), and in (.hi,; case the elastic approach of the contacting surfaces is considered
as known from the experimental data, 0.nd (i_) for the needs of the LTCA program (for a
loaded gear drive), and it. this caw the elastic approach is related to the contact force.
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The determination of principal curvatures and directions of the contacting surfaces is
a complex problem, since the surfaces are usually represented in a three parameter form.
The solution to this problem has been substantially simplified by the approach proposed in
[18]. This approach enables us to represent, the principal directions and curvatures of the
generated surface by the principal directions and curvatures of the tool generating surface
and the parameters of motion. Using this idea, direct rela.tions between the curvatures of the
generating and generated surfac_, and the dimensions of the instantaneous contact elfipse
have been determined [10,19].
The determination of the orient.ation of the contact ellipse and its dimensions is based
on the following procedures :
Step 1 : It is considered that the principal directions and principal curvatures of the meshing
surG.ce'; are knc_wn., and the elastic approach of the surface is given.
Step 2 : The meshing surfaces E_ and E2 are in tangency at current point P, _nd 13 is
the plane that is t_ngent to Et _nd Z2 at P (fig. 14). Unit vectors et_} and =tr_'(i}(i = 1,2)
repr,_ent the principal directions of surfaces Z1 and _:2, respectively. The orientation of the
contaO, ellipse is represented by angle t_ thltt is determined ,s follows.
where
tan 2c_ = 92 sin 2a (n} (15)
g_ "- g2 cos 2_r02)
-- ._ KII
g2 _21 • 121 (17)
= _ KII
(,)ltere, _;_'} and _tt arc the priacipal cul"vatures of surface l and surface 2 at the contact point,
and e II_l is the angle between e_ I} and e__} as shown in fig. 14.
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Step 3 : The magnitudes of the ellipse awe determined by" the equations
a=
where/_ is the elastic approach; A and B are represented as
(18)
A= 0._S[,_- ,_) -(g_ - _g,g,c,,,,2,,(")+ g=)_] (19)
Here,
8 = o.:_5[,_) ,,_)+ (g_- 2_,g,co.,2,(';)+ g,),l (20)
(':) i 1,2 (2])
The largest and smallest -values of a an<] b represent the major and minor of the contact
ellipse.
4 CONCLUSION
Based on results of the studies reported herein the following conclusions can be drawn :
(1) Methods of localization of bearing contact h,,_t: been developed for various types of
gear drives.
(2} Interaction of a parabolic fimc:.i-.n with a linear function as the tool for the a.bsorption
of t,ransrnisslon errors caused by misalignment has been d_;cribed.
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(3} Approaches for the predesign of a parabolic function of transmission errors have been
given.
(4) An Algorithm for sim, lation of meshing of a mJsaligned gear drive has been described.
(5) Determination of the instantaneous contact ellipse for an unloaded gear drive has been
presented.
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